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The subliminal impact of framing of social, political and environmental issues such as climate

change has been studied for a long time in political science and communications research. Media

framing o®ers \interpretative package" for average citizens on how to make sense of climate

change and its consequences to their livelihoods, how to deal with its negative impacts, and
which mitigation or adaptation policies to support. A line of related work has used bag of words

and word-level features to detect frames automatically in text. Such works face limitations since

standard keyword based features may not generalize well to accommodate surface variations in

text when di®erent keywords are used for similar concepts. In this paper, we develop a new type
of textual features that generalize (subject,verb,object) triplets extracted from text, by clus-

tering them into high-level concepts. We utilize these concepts as features to detect frames in

text. Our corpus comprises more than 45,000 climate change related sentences. Expert coders
annotated those sentences as Frame/Non-Frame and framed sentences were mapped into one of

four general frame categories: solution, problem threat, cause, and motivation. Compared to

uni-gram and bi-gram based models, classi¯cation and clustering using our generalized concepts

yielded better discriminating features and a higher accuracy classi¯er with a 12% boost
(i.e. from 74% to 83% in f-measure) and 0.91 clustering purity for Frame/Non-Frame detection.

Keywords: Text mining; Frames Detection; Concepts; Big Data; Climate Change; Natural
Language Processing; Classi¯cation; Clustering.

1. Introduction

Climate change has provoked heated debates on the global political and media

arenas. Media framing o®ers `̀ interpretative package" for average citizens on how to
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make sense of climate change and its consequences to their livelihoods, how to deal

with its negative impacts, and which mitigation or adaptation policies to support

[18, 38, 44]. News frames encourage salient interpretation of debated issues through

the usage of rhetorical devices (e.g. words, repetitive phrases, and metaphors).

Increasingly, governments and international communities are concerned about the

security implications of climate change as empirical research has documented that

climate change is linked to increased risk of violent con°ict [6]. For example, in May

2015, U.S. President Barack Obama suggested that extreme weather is a threat to

national security and elevates the risk of global instability and con°ict. Some popular

press adopted security threat frame to gain public attention. Therefore, systematic

detection of news frames related to climate change o®ers better understanding of

stakeholders and their competing perspectives.

Politicians have used framing on hotly debated issues to shift public opinion, gain

support and pursue their agenda. A frame is the bundling of a component of oratory

to urge certain perceptions and to dishearten others [2]. Framing is accomplished

when a choice of words, expressions, subjects and other logical gadgets support one

understanding of an arrangement of realities, and debilitate other interpretations.

One of those framed issues is climate change. Internet created a public space for

politicians and stakeholders to frame climate change and related issues to push for

their agenda. Online tools such as blogsphere, microblogging and social media

streams have increased the availability of data on climate change related debate and

made it feasible for researchers to analyze them.

Framing research requires qualitative analysis of a number of texts by subject

matter experts to identify and code a set of frames. This is a time consuming process

that does not scale well. In order to address the scalability problem, machine learning

techniques can be utilized to detect and classify frames. In this paper we propose a

system for automatic detection of frames in sentences in a climate change related

corpus, and map them to one of four expert identi¯ed frame categories: solution,

problem threat, cause, and motivation. Our problem here can be described as a multi-

level multi-class classi¯cation problem where we ¯rst classify each sentence as Frame or

Non-Frame. Then, the Frame sentences are further mapped into one of four prede¯ned

frame categories. In particular, we show that if a sentence is (subject,verb,object)

patterned generalized concepts and relations then using generalized concepts and

relations [15] as features produced signi¯cant results compared to classical textual

features (e.g. uni-grams and bi-grams) while detecting and categorizing Frame/Non-

Frame sentences. In unsupervised learning approach, we experimentedwith k-means [5]

and its results aligned with our development of the four frame categories using theories

discussed later in Sec. 4.3. In supervised learning approach, we experimented with SVM

[19], Random Forests [11] and sparse logistic regression [35] classi¯ers, and identi¯ed

sparse logistic regression as the best performing classi¯er for these tasks.

Generalized concepts approach extracts high-level information from text as

relationships and concepts forming a semantic network. It ¯rst uses shallow semantic

parser to generate POS tags to obtain semantic triplets (subject,verb,object) from
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text. Next, it utilizes a bottom-up agglomerative clustering approach to merge and

generalize those triplets into concepts. In NLP, shallow parsing is the task of

extracting the subjects, predicates or verb phrases, and objects. Figure 1 shows how

two related triplets could be merged into a higher level generalized concept. In this

¯gure, two extracted triplets: haction plan ! build ! sustainabilityi and hpolicy !
consolidate! sustainabilityi are merged to form a high level generalized concept and

relationship as: hfaction plan, policyg ! fbuild, consolidateg ! fsustainabilitygi by
discovering contextual synonyms such as faction plan, policyg and fbuild, con-

solidateg. Here the de¯nition of contextual synonyms is not based on the one in the

traditional dictionary. Rather, they correspond to phrases that may occur in similar

semantic roles and associated with similar contexts. In Fig. 1 the two triplets share

the same object fsustainabilityg and semantically similar verbs; hence, we can merge

their subjects faction plan,policyg as contextual synonyms.

2. Related Work

2.1. Media framing

Mainstream media serve as the main arena where international governments, social

and political actors, scientists, social movement organizations interact and make

competing claims about climate change issues [26]. Communication surrounding

climate change can inhibit or support science and policy interactions, propagate

consensus or disagreements [27], and ultimately facilitate social change [10], [37],

depending on how messages about climate change have been framed [10].

Media representation of climate change plays a vital role in shaping ongoing

policy discourse, public perception and attitudes. [14] suggests that prominent po-

litical actors frame climate risk for their own purposes, and align frames with their

interests and perspectives through media feedback processes of representing climate

change risk. Studies have shown that the lay people learn about climate change

mainly through consuming mainstream media news [12]. Consequently, [38] argued

news media framing can catalyze public engagement and help trigger collective

concern of climate change. Put di®erently, media framing is a powerful tool to

highlight di®erent aspects of the policy options, and promote speci¯c interpretations

or evaluations that in°uence decision making [21].

Existing typologies of climate change framing, focusing on dichotomous catego-

ries, are limited by their inability to link framing processes with movement

Fig. 1. Example of merging two related concepts.
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interaction. We argue that, in order to understand how the media re°ect di®erent

organizations interests in addressing climate change as a social problem, it is nec-

essary to supplement the social movement focus on resource mobilization to framing

processes of collective action problems. To do that, this study develops a nuanced

typology for studying climate change framing and its adequacy for supporting a

social movements that would be necessary to overcome the collective action problem.

Our typology provides a holistic map to evaluate how climate change media framing

can enable appropriate social and policy actions that ultimately can mitigate risks of

social unrest. We apply this framework to examine framing of climate change in

media and social media texts collected from the Niger Basin region over seven

months from August 2014 to February 2015, using a novel coding technique to assess

diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational framing described by [9] as the keys to

e®ective social movements.

2.2. Framing research in computer science

Jang et al. [28] examined twitter stream on extracted frames and pointed out a strong

ties between frames collected from news with the public opinions expressed in tweeter

feeds. [46] went further to distill agenda from news and link them to action. Content

analysis of frames in news is performed either by (1) manual frame coding, that is

done by trained coders, which is costly as well as not scalable, or by (2) frame

identi¯cation by using machine learning techniques that overcome human limita-

tions by automatically detecting frames after training a classi¯er [13]. Many studies

have addressed media framing as a document classi¯cation problem by building a

learning model to classify documents or paragraphs by utilizing di®erent features.

Aside from document level, [29], [49] examined the learning task at the sentence level

and even at the phrase level. Previous work on sentence level classi¯cation has

focused on experimenting with di®erent classi¯ers and di®erent features. [39] ex-

amined: bag of words, n-grams, and topic models to classify news articles and map

them to a set of frames. Others, [7] employed POS-tags [47] and named entities [23]

as features to detect and classify frames. Ceran et al. [16] experimented with fsubject,
verb,objectg based features and benchmarked `̀ paragraph level" classi¯er for story

detection against standard keyword based features, which showed signi¯cant im-

provement in classi¯cation accuracy. More advanced conceptual features engineering

was developed in [15] as they showed how generalized concepts performed better in

detecting stories in paragraphs. We utilize their generalized concepts as features to

detect and categorize frames. Our paper works on sentence level classi¯cation and

clustering compared to their paragraph level. Also, our task is a multi-level multi-

class learning task where we ¯rst examine if a sentence contains a frame, and then we

identify which one of four frame categories it belongs to. Moreover, we developed

triple-extraction techniques where we can extract more features and incorporate a

larger percentage of sentences into the learning model (i.e. 80% of sentences com-

pared to 40%).
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3. Problem De¯nition

Given a set of documents fD1; . . . ;DMg where each document contains one or more

paragraphs. First, we split documents into sentences fS1; . . . ; SNg. Next, using sen-

tences as data points, we aim to resolve whether a sentence Si contains a frame or

not. And, if the sentence contains a frame, then we aim to identify its category, as one

of: fSolution, Problem Threat, Cause, Motivationg. Figure 2 shows our multi-level

multi-class problem for a given sentence.

4. Methodology

4.1. Overall system model

The overall system consists of documents collected from nearly 100 RSS feeds that

are related to climate change in the Niger Delta region. We also perform sentence

splitting of documents, identi¯cation of key frames and their categories by the

coders, feature extraction (uni-grams, bi-grams, and generalized concepts), identi¯-

cation of discriminative features, and a predictive model to detect and identify the

frame categories for sentences containing frame references. Figure 3 shows the main

components of our system.

4.2. Climate change corpus

Our climate change corpus is comprised of nearly 45; 054 sentences extracted from

news and social media websites, that are related to climate change topics in Niger

Basin region over a seven months period from August 2014 to February 2015. There

Fig. 2. Multi-level multi-class classi¯cation.
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are 16; 050 sentences coded as Frame sentences and 29; 004 as Non-Frame sentences

by domain experts. Frame sentences are further categorized into one of four cate-

gories: Solution, Problem Threat, Cause, and Motivation.

4.3. Development of four-class typology of media framing

Existing typologies of climate change framing, focusing on dichotomous categories,

are limited by their inability to link framing processes with movement interaction.

We argue that, in order to understand how the media re°ect di®erent organizations

interests in addressing climate change as a social problem, it is necessary to sup-

plement the social movement focus on resource mobilization to framing processes of

collective action problems. To do that, this study develops a nuanced typology for

studying climate change framing and its adequacy for supporting a social movements

that would be necessary to overcome the collective action problem. Our typology

provides a holistic map to evaluate how climate change media framing can enable

appropriate social and policy actions that ultimately can mitigate risks of social

unrest. We apply this framework to examine framing of climate change in media and

social media texts collected from the Niger Basin region, using a novel coding

technique to assess diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational framing described by [9]

as the keys to e®ective social movements.

4.3.1. Media framing, collective action, and social movements

In the ¯eld of social movement studies, framing has primarily been used to discuss

challenges of strategy formation and implementation activists face [30]. Social

movement scholars de¯ne framing as a process aimed at aligning movement mean-

ings with the ideological perspectives of relevant audiences, including the general

public, the media and policy makers [9] in order to produce action in support of

ideological goals. Understanding climate change as a collective action problem makes

Fig. 3. System architecture.
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a social movement approach to framing relevant, as framing `̀ plays a central role in

the need to mobilize resources, recognize and respond to opportunities and threats,

and exercise pressure and in°uence by means of communication" [30]. This approach

moves the study of framing beyond the limits of previous research with its focus on

dichotomies, and highlights instead the potential impact of overarching framing

strategies. As a complex social issue requiring engagement with multiple stakeholders

and audiences (e.g. international organizations, local government, NGOs, scientists,

and general public), climate change in developing countries, such as West Africa,

provides fertile ground on which to explore the e®ectiveness of framing in propelling

social movements in response to collective action problems.

Benford and Snow [9] develop a typology of social movement frames to explore

signi¯cation strategies in the context of collection action. The authors assert that

that the more central the framing is to the ideology of the targets of mobilization,

the greater the hierarchical salience within their larger system of belief [45]. This

hierarchy relies on the concept of narrative ¯delity [24]: The more a frame `̀ rings

true" to the audience, the greater the salience of the frame, and the more potential

it carries to in°uence collective action. The authors argue that `̀ frames help

render events or occurrences meaningful and thereby function to organize and guide

action" [9]. This process occurs through the development, generation, elaboration,

and contestation of three types of collective action frames: diagnostic, prognostic,

and motivational.

The ¯rst type, diagnostic framing, seeks to remedy or alter some problematic

situation or issue by identifying the source of causality, blame, and/or culpable

agents [9]. The second type, prognostic framing, attempts provide a solution or plan

of attack for the identi¯ed problem. While the ¯rst two functions seek to create a

consensus in the audience, the third, motivational framing, is a call to action.

According to [9], motivational framing attempts to engage the audience in amelio-

rative collective action. That is, motivational frames supply the impetus for public

actions that go beyond diagnosis and prognosis, and include compelling vocabularies

of severity, urgency, e±cacy, and propriety [8]. To engage the public in solving social

problems, organizations need to establish the severity of a particular situation,

emphasize a sense of urgency of the threat, stress the likelihood of change or e±cacy

of taking actions, or highlight moral responsibility. This process occurs within a

multi-organizational realm that includes opponents, audiences, media, bystanders,

and the within the organization itself.

We argue that messages encouraging collective action are most e®ective when

they combine these three types of frames. While Benford and Snow [9] do not address

this issue, a story combining problem, solution, and motivation touches all the ele-

ments of the narrative arc [1], and is therefore more likely to be perceived as coherent

[24]. Separating these elements in di®erent messages relies on the audience to inte-

grate them from di®erent sources, a process vulnerable to e®ects of memory and

involvement.
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4.3.2. A four-class typology of media framing

Drawing fromBenford and Snow [9] collective action frames for social movements, [48]

developed a four-class typology of climate change framing to capture three functions

diagnostic, prognostic, andmotivational. As discussed earlier, those three functions of

framing play an essential role in social actors' resource mobilization and participation

in the political processes. Guided by Benford and Snow's framework, [48] also incor-

porated and modi¯ed a handful of common frames applicable to climate change

identi¯ed from prior research (e.g. [38, 40]). To ensure that the four-class typology

captured a full spectrum of possible frames that emerged from theWest Africanmedia

discourse, they further adopted an inductive approach based on apreliminary scanning

of relevant texts. The ¯nal typology consisted of four framing classes and a set of

twenty-¯ve subcategories germane to climate change impacts and solutions.

Figure 4 provides an overview of four-class typology. Though Benford and Snow

[9] identify three classes of frames, [48] split the diagnostic frame into two sub-classes,

cause and problem/threat to capture the special diagnostic attention paid to causes

in the climate change debate. Though West African discourse is likely di®erent from

Western discourse in this regard, singling out cause framing for special attention

would provide maximum applicability of the four-class typology to other geographic

contexts, and maintain a future basis for comparative analysis.

4.4. N-gram features

We experimented with both uni-gram and bi-gram features. We run a simple term

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [25] based technique on the entire

Fig. 4. Four-class typology.
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corpus to generate a large ranked list of, stopword eliminated, uni-grams and

bi-grams, and we experimented with them separately as features in our learning

models.

4.5. Generalized concepts features

In [15], they extracted concepts from paragraphs where only 40% of the paragraphs

generated concepts. In this paper, since we are working on sentence level, we im-

proved the concept extraction approach, by extracting more triplets by utilizing a

larger number of triplet extractors and pre-processing their output to include about

80% of the sentences in our experimental evaluations.

4.5.1. Triplets extraction

In order to extract Subject,Verb,Object triplets, ¯rst we run a pronoun resolver [42,

32, 33, 43]. Since triplets extraction is an ongoing research topic in NLP, we pro-

ceeded to use four state-of-the-art triplets extraction tools: ClearNLP [17], Reverb

[22], Everest [3], AlchemyAPI [4] as complementary systems. Additionally, any

triplet slots with phrases were segmented into keywords, stemmed, stop-word re-

moved and their cartesian product were produced as additional triplets.

4.5.2. Concepts generation

Triplets extraction algorithms typically produce noisy and sparse triplets. Therefore,

we apply a hierarchical bottom-up clustering algorithm that generalizes triplets into

more meaningful relationships. To do so, we employ both syntactic and semantic

criteria that are based on the corpus to generalize triplets into high level concepts

without drift. In syntactic criteria, a pair of subjects-verbs-objects are merged only

if they share common context related to their di®erent arguments (i.e. a pair of

di®erent subjects are merged only if they co-occur with an identical verb-object

context).

Additionally, we capture contextual synonyms for subjects, verbs and objects by

de¯ning a semantic criterion which is based on our corpus as well as WordNet [36].

Corpus-based contextual synonyms for subjects, verbs and objects is based on their

common verb-object, subject-object and subject-verb contexts respectively. Also, we

capture contextual synonyms that are not derivable from our corpus by applying

WordNet synonyms and hyponyms on the memebers of the concepts to further

expand and generalize them.

In order for the information to propagate between clusters of subjects/objects and

clusters of relations, we apply a hierarchical bottom-up clustering algorithm [31].

High level concepts and relations are merged to form clusters. Each cluster is

represented by graph of nodes and edges where nodes represent concepts and edges

represent relations between concepts. The details of the above criteria and the

generalization algorithm are available in [15].
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4.6. Unsupervised frame learning

Unsupervised learning aims to draw inferences from given dataset where labels (i.e.

classes) are hidden or unknown. It focuses on how the model can learn to represent

particular input patterns in a way that re°ects the statistical structure of the

dataset. We utilized this approach to assist in benchmarking di®erent features:

generalized concepts, uni-grams and bi-grams in the clustering process. Our goal is to

investigate which feature set will produce the best clusters. In an unsupervised

learning, comparing di®erent features sets will give a hint about the best feature set

to be used in classi¯cation task. Additionally, unsupervised learning will help us in

determining whether the rational and theoretical background for the development of

four frame categories will align with our dataset or not. Utilizing k-means [5] we

cluster the entire dataset into two clusters to see if they form Frame/Non-Frame

clusters, and then the Frame sentences are clustered into four clusters mimicking the

four frame categories fSolution, Problem Threat, Cause, and Motivationg.

4.7. Supervised frame learning

To classify each sentence as Frame/Non-Frame and identify its relevant frame

category we utilize sparse learning framework [35], with the underlined motivation to

select a subset of discriminating concepts that can (1) identify sentences containing

frame references and (b) classify a sentence into a frame category. The following

steps describe our algorithm:

1. Generate features from the entire corpus

2. Filter the features � sentences matrix to include only resultant generalized

concepts/features

3. Formulate the problem in a general sparse learning framework [35]. In particular,

the logistical regression formulation presented below ¯ts this application, since it

is a dichotomous frame classi¯cation problem (i.e. each sentence classi¯ed as

Frame/Non-Frame), and multi-class classi¯cation problem (i.e. each Frame

sentence is further classi¯ed as one of four frame fSolution, Problem Threat,

Cause, and Motivationg):

minx
Xm

i¼1

wi logð1þ expð�yiðx tai þ cÞÞÞ þ �jxj: ð1Þ

In formula (1), ai is the vector representation of the ith sentence, wi is the weight

assigned to the ith sentence (wi ¼ 1=m by default), and A ¼ ½a1; a2; . . . ; am� is the

features� sentences matrix, yi is the label of each sentence, and the xj , the jth element

of x, is the unknownweight for each feature, (� > 0) is a regularization parameter that

controls the sparsity of the solution, jxj1 ¼
P jxij is 1-norm of the x vector.Weused the

SLEP [34] sparse learning package that utilizes gradient descent approach to solve the

above convex and non-smooth optimization problem. The features with non-zero

values on the sparse x vector yield the discriminant factors for classifying a sentence.
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5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Sentence annotation

Our experts developed four categories of climate change related frames as follows:

. Solution framing (prognostic): Covering the prognostic function of de¯ning

what should be done about problems, solution framing refers to actions taken to

prevent further impact of climate change e®ects or further impact of the causes of

climate change such as greenhouse gas emissions. Solutions can also emphasize

ongoing measures to deal with existing e®ects of climate change. Six frames

capture an array of mitigation and adaptation e®orts conservation, education,

investment, infrastructure and development, creation or implementation of policy

and programs, and goal.

. Problem Threat framing (diagnostic): This diagnostic framing class stresses

on how climate change or outcomes of climate change impact various actors,

industries, human health, and the environment, Eight codes capture negative

consequences and threats brought by climate change, including environmental

systems and ecosystem, public health, economic development, food security, water

scarcity, national security, social unrest, and general or multiple impacts. Both

cause framing and problem/threat framing comprise the diagnostic function in

de¯ning social problems.

. Cause framing: This group of diagnostic frames focus on attributing the blame

for causing climate change to either human activity, natural variation or other

reasons. Six subcategories captured di®erent explanations for causal attribution of

climate change: (a) human activity, (b) natural variation, (c) scienti¯c uncer-

tainty, (d) policy causes, (e) insu±cient actions, and (f) human disruption to

mitigate climate change impact.

. Motivation framing (motivational): Motivational framing refers to state-

ments that explicit call for de¯nitive course(s) of action and explain why the

audience should make an e®ort to enact solutions [9]. In other words, motivational

frames elaborate on the rationale for action that goes beyond diagnosis and

prognosis, and include vocabularies of severity, urgency, e±cacy, and propriety [8].

We added a general category to analyze statements that call for actions without

providing readers with above-mentioned reasons.

We assigned sentence annotation to three di®erent expert coders where we break ties

by using the majority vote.

5.2. Quantitaive evaluation

5.2.1. Unsupervised learning

Experimenting with unsupervised learning reveals dataset structure and can infer

relations among data points. In this experiment, we ignored labels and clustered our

dataset using three sets of features (i.e. uni-gram keywords, bi-gram terms, and
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generalized concepts) separately as features and the k-means [5] as clustering algo-

rithm. We experimented with k¼ 2 for the entire dataset, and k¼ 4 for the Frame

sentences. To evaluate k-means clustering results, we utilized SSE (sum of squared

error) as well as purity.

Table 1 shows the SSE and purity for clustering the entire dataset into two clusters

using di®erent features. Using generalized concepts as features, the resultant SSE

(54,322.08) and purity (0.91) outperform those ones with uni-grams SSE (306,124.03)

and purity (0.68) as well as bi-grams SSE (720,044.21) and purity (0.71).

Table 2 presents the SSE and purity for clustering the frame sentences into four

clusters using di®erent features. Using generalized concepts as features, the resultant

SSE (34,397.75) and purity (0.98) outperform those ones with uni-grams SSE

(292,812.30) and purity (0.51) as well as bi-grams SSE (139,124.43) and purity (0.91).

Figure 5 shows the resultant clusters of frame sentences using concepts as fea-

tures. In this ¯gure we have the ground truth (i.e. which sentence belongs to which

Table 1. Clustering into two clusters.

Method SSE Purity

Concepts 54,322.08 0.91

Bi-grams 720,044.21 0.71
Uni-grams 306,124.03 0.68

Table 2. Clustering into four clusters.

Method SSE Purity

Concepts 34,397.75 0.98

Bi-grams 139,124.43 0.91

Uni-grams 292,812.30 0.51

Fig. 5. Clustering frame sentences into four clusters using concepts.
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frame category) by using sentence id in x-axis and the corresponding frame category

in y-axis. The three clusters (1,2,3) corresponding to frames (Solution, Problem

threat, and Cause) are well clustered in terms of purity. The Motivation frame

(cluster 4 next to Motivation) is mixed of the other three clusters (1,2,3). Our

interpretation for this impurity is that in motivational framing, typically people

show the cause of a problem and propose a solution. As a result, a sentence belongs to

motivation frame category could carry other frame categories (Solution, Problem

threat, and Cause).

Figure 6 shows the purity for experimenting di®erent K values (i.e. number of

clusters), using concepts as features on the Frame sentences. In this ¯gure, the highest

purity is 0.98 when K¼ 4 which aligns with the development of the four frame cate-

gories fSolution, Problem Threat, Cause, and Motivationg discussed in Sec. 4.3.

5.2.2. Supervised learning

In this approach, we use labeled dataset. Once sentences are labeled as Frame/Non-

Frame and categorized with their corresponding frame category, we utilize uni-gram

keywords, bi-gram terms, and generalized concepts separately as features and the

sparse logistical regression classi¯er SLEP [34] to identify weighted discriminative

features and classify sentences. We experimented with three di®erent classi¯ers

(SVM [19], Random Forests [11]) and found that SLEP outperformed both these

other classi¯ers. Using di®erent types of features generated from the entire corpus,

we perform ten-fold cross-validation for measuring the classi¯er's predictive accuracy

Fig. 6. Experimenting di®erent values of K.
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to detect Frame/Non-Frame sentences. Next, using features generated from frame

sentences only, we train a multi-class model to classify sentences into their corre-

sponding frame category. We report precision, recall, and F-measure as quantitative

evaluation metrics. Qualitative analysis of the identi¯ed discriminating concepts is

also presented in the next section.

Table 3 presents the accuracies for detecting Frame/Non-Frame sentences using

di®erent features. Using generalized concepts approach as features, the resultant

average accuracy (F-measure of 83%) outperforms both accuracies with uni-grams

(74%) and bi-grams (68%) features by 12% and 22% respectively.

Table 4 (next page) shows the accuracies for identifying the corresponding frame

category. Using generalized concepts, these accuracies vary between 73% and 83%

(F-measure) for di®erent categories. In this table, utilizing generalized concepts

yields slightly better performance compared to both uni-grams and bi-grams with an

overall average accuracy (F-measure) of 79%.

Table 3. Frame/non-frame classi¯cation.

Method Class label Precision Recall F-measure

Concepts Frame 0.80 0.88 0.84

Non Frame 0.87 0.77 0.82
Average 0.83 0.83 0.83

Bi-grams Frame 0.75 0.42 0.54

Non Frame 0.74 0.92 0.82

Average 0.74 0.67 0.68
Uni-grams Frame 0. 75 0.48 0.59

Non Frame 0.76 0.91 0.89

Average 0.75 0.70 0.74

Table 4. Frame classi¯cation into four categories.

Method Frame category Precision Recall F-measure

Concepts Solution 0.75 0.93 0.83
Problem Threat 0.77 0.84 0.79

Cause 0.85 0.77 0.80

Motivation 0.89 0.62 0.73

Average 0.82 0.79 0.79
Bi-grams Solution 0.87 0.77 0.81

Problem Threat 0.84 0.77 0.80

Cause 0.86 0.73 0.76

Motivation 0.90 0.58 0.71
Average 0.87 0.71 0.77

Uni-grams Solution 0.78 0.87 0.82

Problem Threat 0.81 0.81 0.81
Cause 0.83 0.62 0.82

Motivation 0.85 0.57 0.64

Average 0.82 0.72 0.77
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5.3. Qualitative analysis of resultant concepts

Table 5 shows top ¯ve discriminative concepts for each frame category. Our team of

experts explored the highly signi¯cant generalized concepts germane to four-class

framing in media discourse surrounding climate change across West African RSS

feeds and provided qualitative evaluations as follows:

5.3.1. Cause framing

Causal responsibility of climate change and its e®ects was often attributed to an-

thropogenic activities, particularly man-made greenhouse gas emissions, human-in-

duced pollution, and fossil fuel use. Carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emission

Table 5. Top ¯ve generated concepts for each frame category.

Cause Problem threat Solution Motivation

fGreenhouse,Emissions,

Gasesg
#

fCause,Attribute tog
#

fGlobal warmingg

fFloodg
#

fAssociate,Createg
#

fPoverty,Diseaseg

fAction plan,Policyg
#

fBuild,Consolidateg
#

fSustainability,Re-
silience futureg

fInternational,
Communityg

#
fUrge,Warng

#
fThreatg

fIndustry,Anthro-

pogenicg
#

fRaiseg
#

fEarth temperature,

CO2,CO5g

fHeavy rainfall, Torren-

tial raing
#

fCreate,Bring,
Increaseg

#
fFlooding,Disaster,

Landslideg

fDevelopment, Sustain-

ability,National

programg
#

fEnhanceg
#

fCommunityg

fAgreement,Leaders,

Worldg
#

fHelpg
#

fFuture,Hopeg

fFossil fuelg
#

fImpact,Harmg
#

fPlanet,Environment,
Weatherg

fDroughtg
#

fCause,Impact,

Reduceg
#

fFood-shortage,Food-
production,Cropg

fBrowng
#

fSigng
#

fLocal legislation,
CA groundwater,

Management

frameworkg

fUSA,EU,Chinag
#

fRecognize,Reduceg
#

fEmissionsg

fCoal combustion,Diesel,

Man-Madeg
#

fCreateg
#

fExtreme weather,

Temperature-upg

fSea-level riseg
#

fResult in,Causeg
#

fTsunami,Damage,

Floodg

fSustainability,Energyg
#

fCan help,Improveg
#

fFood security,

Householdsg

fAfricag
#

fNeed,Implementg
#

fPolicy,Awareness,

Partnershipg

fTruck,Carg
#

fRiseg
#

fCarbon pollution,

Polluteg

fExtreme Weather,

Hailstormg
#

fCause,A®ectg
#

fMudslide,Floods,
Farmingg

fSmart agriculture,

Africa countriesg
#

fMeet,Breatheg
#

fLifeg

fNigeriang
#

fApply,Takeg
#

fMeasures,Renew-

able Energy,Policyg
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emerged as highly signi¯cant concepts, as indicated by high weigh value. Media texts

often associated global warming with carbon dioxide emissions using the following

triplets to construct a cohesive story:

. Scienti¯c research indicate that atmospheric carbon dioxide increase at a large

level.

. Cars and trucks were major sources of air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions,

which directly increased local temperature.

5.3.2. Problem threat framing

Next, we turned our attention to identify the dominant concepts representing the

problem and threat framing of climate change. Media texts tended to highlight

devastating environmental impacts caused by climate change, such as °oods, pro-

longed drought, loss of landmass and soil, deserti¯cation, sea-level rise, storm surge,

heat waves, and more. Flooding, in particular, is a severe concern as nine out of

sixteen triplets of high weigh values explicitly mentioned the negative impacts of

heavy rainfall or torrential rain. Consequently, economic condition and food

insecurity were in°uenced, infrastructure was damaged, and health diseases were

exacerbated with the increased intensity and frequency of °oods.

5.3.3. Solution framing

The most representative discourse of solution framing is discussed next in Sec. 5.3.4.

5.3.4. Motivation framing

When discussing motivation for why policy actors and citizens should act upon, the

most salient concepts emphasized that international communities (e.g. U.S., EU, and

China) should negotiate a legal agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the

end of 2015. There is little attention to stating speci¯c reasons for o®ering localized

adaptation strategies that people can undertake. Although the awareness of climate

change impacts among African government o±cials was generally high, the pre-

vailing generalized concept of calling for international actions on mitigation from

mainstream media discourse re°ected a lack of e®ective national and local polices.

5.4. Visualizing concepts

To visualize the generalized concept and relation clusters, we utilize a semantic

network [41] of nodes (V) and edges (E) to describe the semantic space of the

underlying texts. Circle nodes represent subjects/objects and square nodes represent

verbs. Edges represent relations between concepts. In such a network, distinct

combinations of actors (subjects) perform or recommend various sets of actions

(verbs) on distinct combinations of targets (objects). The sample semantic network

in Fig. 7 illustrates how sustainability emerges as a concept that is central to
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addressing climate change impacts. The semantic network represents the contextual

relationships between generalized triplets relating to strategies for sustainable ad-

aptation. In the media discourse, sustainable adaptation is predominantly framed as

an e®ective solution to reduce impacts of climate change and contribute to social,

economic, and environmental development. As shown in Fig. 7, developing sus-

tainable national programs (or actions) can enhance local community resilience.

According to the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report,

majority of rural communities rely on rain-fed agriculture to sustain their livelihoods

in West Africa, the region worst a®ected by climate change. With changing rainfall

patterns, prolonged droughts and °ooding, sustainable system of developing agri-

culture-smart technologies can help improve food security at the household level.

Interestingly, the African media discussed that California Governor Jerry Brown has

signed the most signi¯cant framework for regulating underground water resources to

achieve sustainable development in September, 2014.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Climate change framing has pervasive in°uence, and this paper presents a new

computational approach based on generalized concepts to identify popular media

Fig. 7. A sample semantic network of frame concepts.
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frames and map them to di®erent categories: solution, problem threat, cause, and

motivation. A line of related work has used bag of words and word-level features to

detect frames automatically in text. Such work face limitations since standard key-

word based features may not generalize well to accommodate surface variations in

text when di®erent keywords are used for similar concepts. In this paper, we de-

veloped a new type of textual features that generalize (subject,verb,object) triplets

extracted from text, by clustering them into high-level concepts. Compared to uni-

gram and bi-gram based models, frame classi¯cation and clustering using our gen-

eralized concepts yielded better discriminating features with a 12% boost in accuracy

(i.e. from 74% to 83% in f-measure) and 0.91 clustering purity for Frame/Non-Frame

detection. In our future work, we plan to utilize discriminating generalized concepts

indicating actor-action-target sequences to infer causal chains of events, frames, and

actions that might lead to better indicators of climate-change related social unrest.
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